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Abstract:  Let Z denote the ring of integers and for a prime p and positive 
integers r and d, let fr(P, d) denote the smallest positive integer such 
that given any sequence of fr(P, d) elements in (Z/pZ) d, there exists 
a subsequence of (rp) elements whose sum is zero in (Z/pZ) d. That 
fl(P, 1) = 2p-  1, is a classical result due to ErdSs, Ginzburg and 
Ziv. Whereas the determination of the exact value of fl(P, 2) has 
resisted the attacks of many well known mathematicians, we shall see 
that exact values of fr(P, 1) for r > 1 can be easily obtained from 
the above mentioned theorem of ErdSs, Ginzburg and Ziv and those 
of fr (P, 2) for r > 2 can be established by the existing techniques 
developed by Alon, Dubiner and Rdnyai in connection with obtaining 
good upper bounds for fl(P, 2). We shall also take this opportunity 
to describe some of the early results in the introduction. 
1. Introduct ion 
A theorem of ErdSs, Ginzburg and Ziv [4] ( henceforth, referred to as the EGZ 
theorem) says that for any positive integer n, any sequence al, a2," . ,  a2n-1 
of 2n - 1 integers has a subsequence of n elements whose sum is 0 modulo 
n. A prototype of zero-sum theorems, the EGZ theorem also belongs to the 
class of Ramsey'type theorems as it talks about some unavoidable regularity. 
It is not difficult to see that once the theorem is proved for n = p, a prime, 
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the general result follows. Several proofs of the EGZ theorem can be found 
in [1]. 
It is not difficult to see that the number 2n-  1 is the smallest positive 
integer for which the theorem holds. In other words, if f(n) denotes the 
smallest positive integer such that given a sequence al, a2, . . . ,  af(~) of not 
necessarily distinct integers, there exists a set I C {1, 2, . - - ,  f (n)} with III -- 
n such that ~'~iEI  a i  - -  0 (mod n), then f(n) = 2n - 1. This can be seen as 
follows. From the EGZ theorem, it follows that f(n) < 2n-  1. On the other 
hand, if we take a sequence of 2n - 2 integers uch that n - 1 among them 
are 0 modulo n and the remaining n - 1 are 1 modulo n, then clearly, we do 
not have any subsequence of n elements that sum to 0 modulo n. 
In general, for any positive integer d, one defines f(n, d) to be the small- 
est positive integer such that given a sequence of f(n, d) numbers of not 
necessarily distinct elements of Z d, there exists a subsequence xil, xi~,..., xi, 
of length n such that its centroid (xil + xi2 + ' "  + xi,)/n also belongs to Z d. 
Harborth [5] observed the following general bounds. The number of 
elements of Z d having coordinates 0 or 1 is 2d; considering a sequence where 
each of these elements are repeated (n - 1) times, one observes that 
1 + 2d(n - 1) _< f(n,d). (1) 
Again, observing that in any sequence of l+nd(n-1) elements of (Z/nZ) d 
there will be at least one vector appearing at least n times, one has 
1 + nd(n -- 1) > f(n, d). (2) 
Alon and Dubiner [2] proved that f(n, d) <_ c(d)n, where c(d) is a constant 
independent of n. 
Kemnitz [7] conjectured that for d = 2, the lower bound in (1) is the 
correct order of magnitude for f(n, 2). In other words, it is conjectured that 
f(n, 2 )=4n-3 .  
Alon and Dubiner [1] proved that f(n, 2) <_ 6n - 5 and later RSnyai [8] 
established that for a prime p, f(p, 2) _< 4p - 2 which implies that f(n, 2) _< 
41 ]-6~a. 
We refer to a nice survey article of Caro [3] for further information re- 
garding development of the theme in several directions. 
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In the present note we consider the following problem. For a prime p 
and positive integers r and d, let fr(p, d) denote the smallest positive integer 
such that given any sequence of fr(P, d) elements in (Z/pZ) d, there exists a 
subsequence of (rp) elements whose sum is zero in (Z/pZ) d. Thus fl(P, d) = 
f(p,d).  
Whereas the the exact value of fl (P, 2) is yet to be established, we shall 
see that exact values of fr(P, 1) for r >_ 1 can be easily obtained from the 
EGZ theorem and those of f~(p, 2) for r _> 2 can be established by the 
existing techniques developed by Alon, Dubiner and R6nyai in connection 
with obtaining ood upper bounds for f l  (p, 2). 
From our discussion in the second paragraph, we have fx(P, 1) = 2p - 1. 
For r _> 2, assuming that fr- l(P, 1) = rp -  1, given a sequence of ( r+ 1)p -  1 
elements in (Z/pZ), after removing a subsequence of p elements whose sum 
is zero mod p, we shall still have rp - 1 elements left giving us a subsequence 
of (r - 1)p elements whose sum is zero mod p. In other words, the original 
sequence has two disjoint subsequences of length p and (r - 1)p respectively 
each having sum equal to zero rood p. Thus we get a subsequence of rp 
elements whose sum is zero mod p and hence f~(p, 1) _< (r + 1)p - 1. 
But, considering the sequence al, a2,- . . ,  a(~+l)p-2, where al = a2 . . . .  = 
arp-1 = 1 and arp = a~p+l = . . . .  a(~+l)p-2 = 0, it is clear that the sequence 
{ai} does not have a subsequence of length rp whose sum is zero mod p. 
Hence, for integers r _> 1, 
fr(p, 1) = (r + 1)p -  1. (3) 
In the next section we shall show that the argument of R6nyai [8] yields 
the following. 
Theorem 1. For a prime p we have 
f2(P, 2) = 4p - 2. 
We shall further establish the following more general result. 
Theorem 2. For a prime p and integers r > 2, we have 
h(p, 2)= (r + 2)p- 2. 
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2. P roo f  of the Theorems 
For our purpose, we shall need a lemma from [1] written in a slightly different 
form. 
Lemma 1. ( A lon  and  M. Dub iner )  Let p be a prime and bl = (a1,1, al,2), 
b2 = (a2j,a2,2), "" ,b3p = (a3p,l,a3p,2) be a sequence of 3p elements of 
Z/pZ ~ Z/pZ such that 
bl +b2+...+b3p=(O,O), in Z/pZ(~Z/pZ.  
Then there is a 2p-subset I of {1, 2,. .  -, 3p} such that 
~b i=(0 ,0 ) ,  in Z/pZ(~Z/pZ.  
iEI 
Proof  of Lemma 1. 




Z ai,lX i ~-- O, 
i.= l
3p-1 




E x i =0.  
i----1 
Since 3(p - 1) < 3p-  1 and Xl = x2 . . . . .  x3p-1 = 0 is a solution, 
by Chevalley's Theorem (see [6] for instance), there is another solution. Let 
J c {1, 2,. •., 3p - 1} be the set of all indices of the non-zero entries of such 
a solution. 
By Permat's little theorem, from the first two equations it follows that 
~b i  = (0,0), in Z/pZ(~Z/pZ 
iEJ 
and from the third equation we have 
[J[ --- p or 2p. 
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If IJI = 2p, we take I = J and if lal = P, we take I = {1 ,2 , - . - ,3p)  \ a 
satisfying the assertion of the lemma. 
P roo f  of  Theorem 1. As mentioned earlier, our proof here is a reproduction 
of a beautiful argument of R6nyai [8] with necessary modifications. 
Let p be a prime. 
Let m = 4p - 2 and vl = (al, bl), v2 = (a2, b2),'-', vm = (am, bin), be a 
sequence of vectors in Z/pZ I~ Z/pZ. 
We consider 
E II xi, 
scD,2,...,m),lIl=p it/ 
the p-th elementary symmetric polynomial of the variables xl, x2, ..., Xm. 
If we prove that there is a subset J of {1 ,2 , . . . ,m} with IJI = 2p or 
IJI = 3p such that ~jeg vj = (0, 0), then by Lemma 1, we shall be through. 
If possible, let this statement be false. 
Let us consider the following polynomial in Z/pZ[xl, x2,..., xm]: 
P(xl,x2,'",xm) d~d ('- -) 
((D)- ) • ~ - 1 (o (~1,~, . . . ,~) -  1). 
Given C = (cl, c2, . . . ,  Cm) in {0, 1} m, if the Hamming weight (the number 
of ones among the ci's) of C is p, then a(C) = (~) = 1 E Z/pZ and therefore 
the last factor in P vanishes for (xl: x~,.- . ,  xm) = C. 
If the Hamming weight of C is 2p or 3p, then 
for (xl, x2,""  ,xm) = C, by our assumption. Finally the third factor in P 
vanishes unless the Hamming weight of C is divisible by p. 
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Therefore, P vanishes on all vectors in {0, 1}'~ except at 0 = (0, 0, . - - ,  0). 
Y 
m times 
We have P(0) -- 1. We observe that deg P _< 3(p - 1) + p = 4p - 3. 
We now reduce P into a linear combination of multilinear monomials by 
replacing x~ with r _> 2, by xi for each i and let Q denote the resulting 
expression. We note that as functions on {0, 1} m, P and Q are the same. 
Also, since reduction can not increase the degree, we have deg Q < 4p - 3. 
But, it is not difficult to see that (see [8]) if F is a field and m is a positive 
integer, then the monomials I]ieiXi, I C {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} constitute a basis of 
the F-linear space of all functions from {0, 1} m to F. Therefore, Q has to 
be identical with (1 - xl)(1 - xs) - . .  (1 - Xr~). This leads to a contradiction 
since the later has degree m = 4p - 2. 
This establishes that 
fs(P, 2) < 4p - 2. 
Now, if we consider the sequence al, as,. • ", a4p-3, where al = a2 . . . . .  
a2n-1 = (1,0), asp = asp+l . . . . .  a3p-S = (0,1) and cap-1 = a3p = 
. . . .  a4p-3 = (0, 0), then it is clear that the sequence {ai} does not have a 
subsequence of length 2p whose sum is zero mod p. 
Hence the theorem. 
P roo f  of  Theorem 2. 
We proceed by induction. 
From Theorem 1 we have f2(P, 2) = 4p - 2. 
For an r > 3, we assume that fr-1 (P, 2) = (r + 1)p - 2. 
Now suppose that we are given a sequence of (r + 2)p - 2 elements in 
(Z/pZ) s. After removing a subsequence ofp elements whose sum is zero mod 
p (which is possible as (r + 2)p - 2 _> 5p - 2 > 4p - 2 and the result of R6nyai 
[8] mentioned in the introduction says that for a prime p, f(p, 2) < 4p-2) ,  we 
shall still have (r + 1)p-2 elements left and hence by the induction hypothesis 
we shall have a subsequence of (r - 1)p elements whose sum is zero mod p. 
In other words, the original sequence has two disjoint subsequences of length 
p and (r - 1)p respectively each having sum equal to zero mod p. Thus we 
get a subsequence of rp elements whose sum is zero mod p and hence 
f~(p, 2) < (r + 2)p -  2. (4) 
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But, considering the sequence al, a2, ' - ' ,  a(r+2)p-3, where al = a2 . . . . .  
a~- i  = (1, 0), a~p = a~v+l = . . . .  a(~+l)p-2 = (0, 1) and a(~+l)p-1 = a(~+l)p =
• " = a(~+2)p-3 = (0,0), it is clear that the sequence {a~} does not have a 
subsequence of length rp whose sum is zero mod p. 
Therefore, 
fr(p, 2) >_ (r + 2)p -  2. (5) 
From (4) and (5) we have our theorem. 
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